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Dark Virus Has A Silver Lining
Summary:
Aussies have done well limiting the spread of the virus. Had Prime Minister Morrison acted a bit
earlier on closing the border and putting in place an effective business hibernation we could have
begun ending the partial shutdown in six to eight weeks - perhaps sooner in some regions. Decisions
and timing matter .... big time.
The COVID-19 virus crisis brings a great opportunity for long overdue reforms that will transform and
improve the lives of every Australian. BUT it all depends on whether our government puts the
interests of the elite ahead of our interests. Right now the government is looking at Aussie families
and small businesses taking a hit. Bank Reform Now says ...... SWITCH THE HIT..!!
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COVID-19 - Let the recovery begin - with the elite taking the hit
If the government gets the recovery wrong the country and its people will suffer generations of
austerity, never to be repaid debt and soul destroying taxes. Is there a better way?
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First - A few home truths
1. There are powerful interests that maintain their wealth and influence with the assistance of
corrupt political systems and phony democracies.
2. These interests include banking, royalty and religions - as well as the useful idiots that assist them
in their control caper. Like any organised crime operation, their aim is to get a cut of any economic
activity that occurs between individuals and businesses.
3. The 0.1% own the bulk of the world's resources and assets. Governments actually facilitate
these wealthy groupings to hide and control their assets via complex trust and company
arrangements - often involving various tax havens. These crimes cannot be accomplished without
dishonest and unethical banking, legal and accounting firms. Many of these operations - including
ratings agencies - have been shown to be involved in money laundering, drug trafficking, criminal
coverups and other shenanigans. They were also responsible for the Global Financial Crisis. Are
the people of the world going to let them profit from the virus crisis? Will we let them just continue
with "business as usual?"
4. In this environment populations are kept ignorant to facilitate the exploitation of their
countries, families and businesses.
5. The main tools used to control and fleece populations are abuses of banking, law and
taxation.
6. The world has not been able to respond effectively to the COVID-19 virus crisis because the
resources that would have assisted have been stolen from all countries by the elite. Taxing families
and small businesses to pay interest on manufactured debts that enrich the private
banking cartel is a crime against humanity. Transferring billions of dollars every year to the
arms industry is a racket. America hasn't got enough masks and ventilators but there is no
shortage of chemical, biological and nuclear weapons. The wealthiest nation on the planet
and too many of its people are not able access health care. Many have zero savings because the
elite have left no money on the table for them to have any hope of financial security and
peace of mind.
7. The virus crisis will be used by the elite to push for policies that increase their power over all
people in all countries. The New World Order - Globalisation - the Cashless Society - the Rules Based
International Order - along with their alphabet soup: the IMF; CIA; CFR; BIS etc - are all part of this
push for total global control by the 0.1%.
8. Recovery will be slow and painful in most countries. Unemployment will be savage. This was
going to become a big problem anyway with the massive disruption caused by automation and
artificial intelligence. Technology brings great opportunities but also the risk of an authoritarian
surveillance state to continue the control and exploitation of the masses.
9. Following times of war or financial collapse it is usually the elite that profits and sees its share of
wealth increase while most people see their position stagnate or decline. The middle class is under
attack. We will see foreign actors trying to buy up distressed businesses and land unless
the government takes the appropriate action now!
10. It would not be outlandish to consider the virus crisis as a warlike situation. The aim of war is
for the aggressors to gain control of foreign nations and their resources (including
people). While Aussies are worried about China buying up our land and businesses at dirt cheap
prices it is actually British and American interests that have done this over many years.
11. The crisis is an opportunity to bring our wealth back home. Scott Morrison is now talking
about protecting our Sovereignty. Well it's about time because both major parties have been
selling us out for decades.
12. There will now be a push back against globalisation. It brings us the chance to hit the reset
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button on the way our country works economically and socially. Morrison is moving to saddle us with
massive debts - just like the elite are instructing him to. Let's face it - bankers want you in debt,
your children in debt and your country in debt. There is a better way. Instead of families
and small businesses taking a hit - now is the time for drastic measures that will see the
elite take the hit. Hit the switch ... and SWITCH THE HIT..!!
13. Our government has the power to mint and supply money. Our country's wealth is its people
and resources. We do not have to borrow from the corrupt international banking
system. Now is the time to utilise our Sovereign Money system by putting in place a National Bank.
A stepping stone to that would be to stop the private banking system keeping the profits of credit
creation. Scott Morrison can do it right now as the price of the people's support of the banks during
this and the previous financial crisis. There is even a proposal on his table right now from Bob Katter
MP discussing expanding the role of the Clean Energy Finance Corporation (CEFC) which is
essentially an Australian Government owned bank. This could be another stepping stone which
enables the country to fund nation building and job creating activities. We can build prosperity if we
stop the criminals robbing our country.

Take on the finance system
Banking must be reformed right around the world. We can't continue with business as usual politics
and finance. Politicians seem to want to shield the elite from taking a hit. NO WAY..!!
The Bank for International Settlements is based in Switzerland. It exists outside of any legal
jurisdiction, it is an unelected, unaccountable, private bank that dictates policy to governments. It
serves elite interests. Doesn't matter whether it is Royalty or various family dynasties. The point is
that there is a complex web of relationships that sees the wealthiest get a cut out of this racket. The
BIS created the regulatory frameworks which enabled the banks to use fraud and coercion to
loot the nations of the world. In conjunction with the IMF and other agencies, it put in place
policies to shut down productive economies in favour of financial speculation. Using taxpayers'
money and their bank held savings to "rescue" the banks is on their agenda. It is time people rose up
and took a stand. The banking system must now serve the people's interests. Right now the system
puts nations and their people into never to be repaid debt. This is a form of slavery.
To live in freedom people crave security and peace of mind. A system of serfdom where you are
forced to participate in a rat race to survive is not conducive to peace of mind. Owning
one's home is a critical step in being secure. Having access to good food and health care - also
critical. Regular time off for holidays also helps. All this is possible if we shake the parasitical
rulers off our backs.
Repatriate the wealth into a Sovereign Wealth Fund
Every nation will have a different history and therefore approach but in Australia we really must set
up a Sovereign Wealth Fund. This will be funded by bringing our wealth back home. Business shares,
companies and land now "owned" by foreign powers including governments and their agents,
royalty, churches, banking interests and other corporate interests should be repatriated into the
wealth fund. We are now in an existential crisis - either Aussies take a hit or the elite do.
This time it should be the elite.
This does not mean that an American couple that own a holiday home in Sydney loses it to the fund.
In addition the fund will receive a fair payment for the mining resources that the people allow various
companies to develop. A nation's resources are the nation's resources and the people
should get a reasonable cut.
What else can go into the fund? Proper taxes imposed on churches, multinational corporations on the
profits made from their Australian customers. A small financial transaction tax.
By doing this along with implementing a Sovereign Monetary system (National Bank) there will be no
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need for most of the "taxes" currently being imposed - income tax / small business/company taxes /
stamp duties / land taxes / GST etc. This will simplify the system so we don't require so many
lawyers, accountants and other facilitators of the industrial scale fleecing people now must endure.
This is how people can live in freedom.
Give us a break..!!
When the fleecing stops people will find that they can have a good standard of living with half the
amount of paid employment. This comes at just the right time for Aussies. While post-virus we will be
able to get back to work and survive better than most nations we do have some problems. Even
with a successful Business Hibernation the borders could be closed to overseas tourists
for possibly a year or two.
Many of our businesses are tourist based. Entertainment; restaurants; hotels; scenic, sporting &
cultural destinations. These businesses can't hibernate indefinitely. If Scott Morrison can begin
planning for the above policies soon - particularly including the Sovereign Monetary system - Aussies
will find they will have much more quality time to spend with friends and family. Great opportunities
can open up to explore our own country. Unemployment can be reduced by people working
shorter hours and job sharing. Therefore they will have much more time to travel within Australia
and support the tourism sector. This is critical. If the businesses go down it will be a disaster for
Aussies and our visiting friends from around the world when we can safely open the borders.
With some type of basic income or job guarantee we can have everyone that is fit for work engaged
in useful paid employment. No more "bullshit jobs" that serve no useful purpose bar providing the
elite with more serfs to fleece. The virus crisis showed us what jobs were the most important.
Perpetual growth is unsustainable and destructive. It is method of exploitation. Some form of steady
state capitalism is preferable. Innovators still get rewarded when they honestly satisfy people's
demands for useful goods and services but markets are not to be manipulated against the
interests of the people and future generations.

Let's Make Great Things In Australia Again
The virus crisis has also shown that shutting down our manufacturing industries wasn't such a good
idea. We should also build new industries and jobs that help our country develop its resources and
the innovative business ideas of our best and brightest ..... right here in Australia.
If other countries can make things better than Aussies sure we can trade with them ....
not just freely but fairly.
We should work hard and smart to limit the corrupt crony capitalism model that has seen politicians
assist dodgy businesses rob the country one way or another for many years.
What can you do now?
Contact MPs and Senators. Email and phone numbers can be found in the attachments below.
Tell them it's not right for families and small businesses to take a hit due to the virus crisis. The
government needs to step up with courage and heart. Politicians need to be fearless and bold.
Demand that Scott Morrison advocates for reforms that works in our people's interests. End the
corruption that permeates the finance system. Bring the power and wealth back to Australians.

It's now time ... Hit the switch ... and SWITCH THE HIT..!!
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Related Links: Stand - Unite - Make It Right. The Launch
Step 1 - SUMIR - Sovereign Wealth Fund
Step 2 - SUMIR - Sovereign Monetary System
Step 3 - SUMIR - Triphasic Citizenship Dividend
Virus Crisis - Act NOW
Business Hibernation to stop COVID-19 chaos
It's Crunch Time - Freedom or Slavery?
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